Gymnastics Rings

1 | Gymnastics Rings with Ropes
These thin plastic rings can be easily gripped by children. Simple and safe height adjustment from approx. 100-200 cm. 24-piece thread rope. Rope length with rings approx. 200 cm. Ring approx. 24 mm thick, ø 170 mm (outer). Can hold up to max. 130 kg. Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
71 118 9201

2 | Gymn and Swing Set for Gymnastics Halls
Includes plywood rings and chain, 16-mm-thick long hemp rope with WV weights. 2 ropes. 9.5 m and 10 m long respectively. Set can hold up to 160 kg. Other lengths available upon request.
71 118 9605

3 | Sport-Thieme® Swing Board
Children can stand or sit on the seat and swing. Quick to assemble by simply hanging the board in the rings. With hook-and-loop straps for safe attachment. Board size (LxWxH): approx. 60x12x2.1 cm, seat surface (LxW): approx. 47x20 cm. For DIN-approved gymnastics rings. Can support up to approx. 120 kg. Available with or without cork layer. The cork layer has a pre-shaped seat. Rings and ropes not included.
71 186 4364 Standard Each
71 144 6904 With cork layer Each

4 | Sport-Thieme® Gymnastics Rings
Made of plywood, competition quality. ø approx. 28 mm, outer ø 236 mm, inner ø 180 mm. Will support up to approx. 700 kg. 10-year guarantee!
71 118 9706

5 | Sport-Thieme® Gymnastics Swing Bar
Increase the number of ways you can use your rings: attach a swing bar to them so that several people can swing at the same time. Made of unbreakable wood, 3.5 m long, oval-shaped, approx. 51x41 mm, with 4 hanging eyelets for simple and secure mounting. Rings and ropes not included. 5-year guarantee!
71 121 1405

6 | Sport-Thieme® Ring Set for Indoors
The set consists of:
• 1 pair of swing ropes 3.50 m long, adjustable up to half the length
• 1 pair of metal ceiling mounts
• 1 pair of plywood gymnastics rings 4
• Standard swing board 3] available as an option
Supports up to approx. 100 kg, without screws or dowels.
71 186 4377 Without swing board Set
71 269 0302 With swing board Set

7 | Sport-Thieme® Tau-Trapez®
For varied gymnastics lessons. For easy and secure connection to existing climbing rope units. In combination with climbing nets or other playing equipment, it offers a remarkable variety of possible uses! With fairly little effort you can create:
• 1 swing
• 1 simple trapeze
• 1 swinging bar ladder or
• 1 multiple trapeze with different levels
The bonus: thanks to the simple and quick assembly using rope clamps, this system is a real alternative to the more elaborate larger pieces of equipment. The clamping device can secure all ropes with a diameter of between 30 and 35 mm. No more inconvenient knots.
Each trapeze bar is made of wood (110 cm long, ø 35 mm) and comes with 2 clamping devices. Can support up to 80 kg. Ropes not included.
71 119 8300 Each